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LISBON TRIENNALE / SLIDESHOW
London based writer and critic, Beatrice Galilee, is the
curator of this year’s third Lisbon Architecture
Triennale, Close, Closer, in Portugal.
The festival, which began in September, runs for three
Extraordinary insights and debate, free.
months and includes a myriad of diverse exhibitions,
Get all of T iP's interviews, special reports and Q& As, plus the latest
installations and events taking place across Lisbon.
news across design, art and science, straight to your inbox in our
Intentionally leaving out the built form entirely, themonthly newsletter.
triennale delves deeper into the discourse surrounding
SEND
your email ad d ress
contemporary architecture today. In a time of crisisEnter
– not
P ushing Boundaries, Marshmallow Laser Feast, at the Lisbon
only economical, but also of identity in Portugal – Galilee
Triennale
positions architecture as a mediator between different
realities, difficulties and possibilities.
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realities, difficulties and possibilities.
In the first of a series of interviews with key individuals
involved with the triennale, we caught up with Galilee to
discuss what architecture means today, moving forward
and the nation’s next generation of architects.
T he t i t l e t o t hi s year t ri enni al i s: Cl ose, Cl oser. How d oes t hi s t i t l e
ref ocus t he d eb at e of archi t ect ure b ot h l ocal l y wi t hi n Li sb on and on a
g l ob al scal e?
T he title is not really designed as an indication for anything in
particular. It’s more about the idea that we’re approaching
something that we really don’t have the answers for yet. It’s an idea
that reflects momentum and potential, architecture and intimacy,
architecture and people, architecture and conversations,
architecture with the public. It’s just about kind of creating a sense
of roominess and intimacy between people. T he event is not a
conclusion; it’s something that is going towards architecture.
On t hi s mat t er, what i s t he sp eci f i c rel at i on t o Li sb on?
I think it’s a program that’s designed for Lisbon – and if you look
into the program carefully you will understand that. For
example, T he Real and Other Fictions is an exhibition that is
based on the 400-year-old history of the building that is set into. It
actually gives a program for the city, and every single aspect of it
is rooted on the History of Portugal and Lisbon. But it’s also
designed to push forward particular issues of the Portuguese
culture today. T here are dinners, in which people can eat together
and each of those dinners is hosted by a different figure in the
Portuguese cultural landscape. T hose dinners are designed to
have particular topics and discussions; and there’s also a
‘Parliament,’ inside of the exhibition, which was also designed to
frame discussions and to push forward conversations about
architecture in Portugal today. We also have an ‘Embassy’ in there,
which is designed so that different associations around Portugal
can come in and occupy the space. T hey can invite people into
their embassy, they can hold meetings in there, they can hold
public debates in there, and they can hold public events in there.
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So, T he Real and Other Fictions is a very special exhibition that
can only happen in this space.
You have chosen t o l arg el y excl ud e t he b ui l t -f orm of archi t ect ural p ract i ce
f rom t hi s year’ s event . It ’ s an i nt erest i ng move. What mot i vat ed you t o
emb ark i n t hi s d i rect i on and what as a conseq uence are your hop es and
amb i t i ons f or t he l ong -t erm i mp act of t he t ri ennal e?
I hope that the triennale raises the debate about what architecture
is and expand people’s understanding of the discipline.
Architecture is a discipline, which can be understood and can be
practiced in different ways. It’s not something which is an end
product; it’s a process based on a human need and a human
outcome. I like the story about the family who had to walk across a
field in order to get to the other side of the farm. T hey had to walk
in a certain way, which they had to cut out on the ground. T hen
there was a small stream, which they had to cross, and so they
had to build a bridge. T he architectural gesture is the fact that they
had to get to the other side; they wore down the grass in order to
go in a certain way, which created a path where afterwards they
had to design a bridge to cross the river. All of these items are
related to the process of architecture that is about a very
elemental human need and a solution to that need. But
architecture can also influence the need and anticipate the need.
So, I think architectural thinking and practice is something, which
is just not simply black or white, it’s not something that you
should be able to answer very quickly because it can expand to
mean very different things. T he more closed off you are about what
architecture is, the less generous it will be to you.
In t he l ast t ri ennal e t here was a g eneral cri t i ci sm t hat t here was t oo much
archi t ect ure and t oo much Port ug uese archi t ect ure. For t hi s f est i val d i d
you f eel t he need t o g o i n an op p osi t e d i rect i on?
I’m not oppositional and we’re not against anything. What I’m
interested in is the next generation of architects and using the
opportunity of the triennale to support young architects, to invest
in them and not to promote the work of people who are already
very well exposed, for whom an architectural exhibition is a kind of
laurel on their head and not something which is actually
PDFmyURL.com

substantial. T hat’s why we made the Début Award and that’s why
we’re trying to use the triennale to be productive. You can go
deeper and understand it as a critical position on contemporary
architecture practice, demonstrating some kind of paralysis
because there are so many different positions, all co-existing. We
don’t have to choose between commissioning a famous architect
or a young architect. T his is a totally different situation – we don’t
have to make a decision about that, no one is making decisions
like that. What we can make a decision about is how do we want
Lisbon to be perceived! How do we want the triennial to be
perceived? It just feels like we’re doing something, which is
challenging people, which is easy to criticiz e as being too radical
or something. But I actually think it’s not radical at all – I think it’s
quite easy to understand. T here’s an exhibition about imaginary
future cities, which imagines the technologies that are now in
laboratories affecting the city. You can walk through a forest and
see what it would be like if we have a relationship with the digital
structures that are driving the city or what would happen if we
could hack into the walls of our city. T hese are like dreaming
ideas, which are presented in a really accessible way for the
general public. You can go to New Publics and be like: “What’s
going on in this craz y place?” But this is a platform for the city,
that we’re bringing to Praça da Figueira, which is a place that is
not really used very well. It’s obviously a free public program.
What d o you consi d er are some of t he key hi g hl i g ht s of t he t ri ennal e?
Everybody should try and go to experience the Marshmallow Laser
Feast sound experience where you put the headphones on and
then you go through a wall of light that attracts your movement,
and the light moves according to your presence. And when you
touch the light you hear something. T his an incredible experience
that I would recommend to everybody to go and see because it’s
one of those things that is just happening here. T here’s no
opportunity for someone to go to the website and put some
headphones, you have to go there, touch it and feel it. T hen, you
should go to those things that are designed just to be here,
because they’re not going to be repeated somewhere else.
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Close, Closer runs from 12 September to 15 December. T he
Lisbon Architecture T riennale is a non-profit association whose
mission is to research, foster and promote architectural thinking
and practice.
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